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We propose a new interaction method by guiding
the editing with abstract clipart, composed of a set
of simple semantic parts, allowing users to control
across face photos with simple clicks. However, this
is a challenging task given the large domain gap be-
tween colorful face photos and abstract clipart with
limited data. To solve this problem, we introduce a
framework called ClipFaceShop built on top of Style-
GAN. The key idea is to take advantage of W+ la-
tent code encoded rich and disentangled visual fea-
tures, and create a new lightweight selective feature
adaptor to predict a modifiable path toward the tar-
get output photo. Since no pairwise labeled data ex-
ists for training, we design a set of losses to provide
supervision signals for learning the modifiable path.
Experimental results show that ClipFaceShop gen-
erates realistic and faithful face photos, sharing the
same facial attributes as the reference clipart. We
demonstrate that ClipFaceShop supports clipart in
diverse styles, even in form of a free-hand sketch.

Examples of mix-and-match clipart, ©OpenPeeps.
Users can easily create the reference clipart by

combining the components through simple clicks.
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• Selective Feature Adaptor

A(w) = a� w + b, Iout = G(w + b).

• Training Objectives

L = λconLcon + λtlLtl + λsimLsim + λIDLID + λgapLgap + λbgLbg + λL2
(‖a‖2+‖b‖2)

To learn the modifiable path b and domain adaption operator a, we design a set of losses. They can
be generally categorized into two groups, one for facial attributes transfer, and the other for identity
and background preservation.

More Results
• The effectiveness of different loss terms

• The effectiveness of parameters

• Different frames of the same person
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Our model can transfer the facial attributes and accessories not only at the semantic level,
but at the appearance/style level of those in the reference clipart.

Comparison

Model ID ↓ FID ↓ SIM ↑ Color ↑ BeardAcc ↑ GlassAcc ↑ HairAcc ↑ SmileAcc ↑
BlendGAN 0.8418 105.14 0.66 0.52 0.50 0.50 0.51 0.46

StyleCLIP 0.5452 54.54 0.77 0.42 0.59 0.52 0.48 0.62

TargetCLIP 0.6642 49.35 0.68 0.60 0.78 0.53 0.46 0.64

Ours 0.5750 74.92 0.68 0.65 0.64 0.56 0.58 0.80
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